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W H O  W E  A R E
 

THE MONTREAL GROUP is a global forum of state-supported financial development institutions

founded in 2012 by the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC), BNDES (Brazil), China

Development Bank, Nafin (Mexico), Bpifrance (France), SIDBI (India) and Vnesheconombank (Russia). 

 

MSMEs represent a significant part of the economic activity of all members.The forum was established

to encourage an exchange of ideas and best practices with the aim of assisting micro, small and

medium-sized enterprises (MSME) with their business challenges. 

 

We aim to provide a global collaborative podium where members can share and exchange best in

class knowledge on important MSME-related topics with the goal of helping MSMEs make a vital

contribution to economic development.

 

To note that this Group is not for Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), but rather MSME
Development Banks. However, in some countries, like for Brazil, the same organization might carry
both roles.

 

THE MONTREAL GROUP’s raison d’être:  

FOSTERING INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, MUTUAL LEARNING AND SEEKING INNOVATIVE

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON ISSUES AMONG MSME DEVELOPMENT BANKS.
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http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


O U R  M E M B E R S ' P R O F I L E S
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Direct Products: Offered directly to the entrepreneurs
Indirect Products: Offered indirectly to the entrepreneurs via a third party, such as a private bank (e.g.: Loan guarantees or

funds of funds are usually indirect products)

O U R  M E M B E R S
Members are experienced state-supported development banks with an interest in supporting MSMEs,

with voting rights and obligations to fulfill THE MONTREAL GROUP’s mission and objectives.

 

The members of The Montreal Group in 2019 are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


G O V E R N A N C E
 

THE MONTREAL GROUP is a not-for-profit incorporated association with a modern governance

structure that is light and flexible with cost-efficient operations, whose day-to-day operations are

managed by a Secretariat composed by a team of tow employees, a Secretary General and an

Operations Manager. Both employees are presently also employees of the Business Development Bank

of Canada.

 

The Annual Meeting of Members is responsible for the approval of The Montreal Group's mission,

financial accounts and the election of the Board of Directors. In turn, the Board of Directors is

responsible for setting the policy direction and ensuring sound financial management as well as for

approving leaderships activities and  key topics of focus yearly.  
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APPOINTED OFFICERS AND BOARD ADMINISTRATORS 2019-2020
 OFFICERS: 

Pascal Lagarde (Bpifrance) as Chairman; Juuso Heinilä (Finnvera) as Vice-Chairman; Sandra

Péloquin (Secretariat) as Secretary General

 

ADMINISTRATORS: 
Peter Lawler (BDC); Leonardo Botelho (BNDES); XIE Zhijun (CDB); Ibrahim Almojel (SIDF); Hicham

Zanati Serghini (CCG); TBC (Nafinsa)

 

Each  year ,  the  Board  of  Directors  meets  to  discuss  and  agree  on  the  st rategic  areas

where  col laborat ion  among  members  wil l  be  fostered  and  to  approve  the  main

act iv i t ies  where  the  organisat ion  wil l  concentrate  i t s  ef forts .   

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


 

 

Specific key topics are selected to be the focus of working groups. The objective of the groups is to

provide a clear channel for The Montreal Group’s members to expand knowledge and networking in

various areas of interest through the tapping of member’s internal expertise. Therefore, working groups

are made up of subject matter experts from each bank member. The Secretariat facilitates

communication over the course of the year allowing key topic group members to exchange with their

peers.

 

Every two years the topics are reviewed based on the conclusions presented by their members to the

Board during the annual meeting and a decision is made about continuing exploring a particular

subject or selecting a new issue to respond to emerging areas of interest or particular challenges.

 

Past Key Topics include Financing Intangible Assets, Key Performance Indicators, Cross-Border

Guarantees, Green Financing, Online banking and Digitalization, Innovative products and services.

 

For the period of 2018-2019, the following key topic groups were created:
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O U R  A C T I V I T I E S
 

K E Y  T O P I C  G R O U P S

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


The eighth annual meeting, held in Beijing, was incredibly successful due to both member's active participation

and the China Development Bank (CDB)'s generous support as a hosting member.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEY TOPIC HIGHLIGHTS 2018-2019
 

Online Services and Digitalization: This group presented a finalized version of their Digital Lending Maturity

Model.  

 

Scaling Up Mid-Sized Firms: This group presented an overview of what challenges entrepreneurs face in scaling up

and provided some explanation as to why this is. They concluded by presenting some key initiatives from each

contributing member that supports scale-ups.

 

 

 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - BEIJING - MAY 2019
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Goldwind: the world's second largest wind turbine manufacturer

SMIC: a wafer and compound semiconductor company

BOE Technology Group: a supplier of display products and solutions, such as screens and smart

appliances.

SEMINAR ON ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
 

Hosted by CDB and TMG, more than 75 people participated in this unique international gathering. 

Site Visits: Participants were privileged to visit  three companies showcasing advanced manufacturing

in creative ways:

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
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WELCOMING A NEW MEMBER
Caisse Centrale de Garantie from Morocco
 
The  Caisse Centrale de Garantie (CCG)  is the first African institution invited to join The Montreal

Group. Membership became official at the Annual Meeting in Beijing, China, in May 2019. The CCG was

proudly represented by its Director General, Mr. Hicham Zanati Serghini, as well as by Mr. Abdelkhaleek

Glillah, Director of the Resources and Systems Cluster. 

 

The CCG is a Moroccan public financial institution. Its head office is in Rabat. Its mission is to help boost

private initiative by encouraging the creation, development and modernization of businesses. The CCG

also supports social development through, among other things, loan guarantees to social housing. The

CCG's key strategic business areas include:• The guarantee of investment loans, financial restructuring

and venture capital;• Co-financing with banks of investment and innovation programs;• The guarantee

of loans to social housing.

 

 



 

MID-YEAR MEETING:
CEO GATHERING IN AMSTERDAM - OCTOBER 2019
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We had the pleasure of inviting several leaders

of SME-focused development banks to attend a

private reception with members of the Board of

Directors on October 7, 2019, in Amsterdam -

The Netherlands.

 

A unique chance to build relationships with

leaders of similar organizations from around the

world. The program aimed to facilitate the

exchange about the digital evolution of our

organizations and to deepen our understanding

of the future challenges we face.

 

Being in Amsterdam is a great opportunity to

see technology in action. With the support of

McKinsey Amsterdam, we were able to visit the
headquarters of ING Netherlands, a well-

known bank for the use of advanced

technologies.

 

 

Attendees - Executives of the following banks:

AWS (Austria), BBB (UK), BDC (Canada), Bpi

(France), CCG (Morocco), DBN (Nigeria), Finnvera

(Finland), SIDF (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia), SNIB

(Scotland), Sowalfin (Belgium), Vaekstfonden

(Denmark), WDB (Wales)

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


Based on the priority for all member banks of The Montreal Group to advance the agenda related to Risk and

Scale-ups, it was agreed to start two groups in 2019-2020 that would focus on mapping best practices

around Advanced Analytics for Risk Management & Management Training for Scale-ups.
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K E Y  T O P I C  G R O U P S  2 0 1 9 - 2 0 2 0

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
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INTERNATIONAL EVENT
 

Sandra Péloquin, Secretary General,

participated in the fifth edition of

Bpifrance Inno Génération (BIG) event
which took place last October in Paris

(France).  BIG is the largest gathering of

entrepreneurs in Europe. Although

dedicated mainly to entrepreneurs in

France, people from all over the world

attend. 52,000 entrepreneurs

participated in 2019.

 

Sandra was invited to explain to the

entrepreneurs the work of The Montreal

Group while being interviewed by

Isabelle Lebo from Bpifrance.

 

The event was also a great opportunity

to meet peers, find international

development partners and identify new

growth drivers for entrepreneurs. 

 

Aside from the large community of

Bpifrance colleagues, members of

BNDES and SIDF were also present.

 

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/
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PRESENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


Must be a state-owned development bank

Must have a strong institutional focus on micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 

Must have meaningfulness relative to size in its country

Must have the capacity and willingness to contribute to the Group by appointing subject-matter

experts to participate in key topic working groups

Leads to improved products and services at member banks through focused exchanges of

knowledge and best practices 

Helps member organizations improve internal operational efficiency

Enhances member strategic planning capability

Equips members to better respond to stakeholders and crisis situations 

Support efforts to encourage MSMEs to scale up and expand internationally

Offers global exposure, perspective and networking with counterparts

H O W  T O  B E C O M E  A  M E M B E R
 
A key characteristic of The Montreal Group is its small, select membership, which is by invitation only.

Members believe the quality of discussions and networking is enhanced by the limited size of the

group. In a spirit of cooperation, invitations may be extended to new members on the

recommendation of existing members, granted the institution fits the selection criteria. The Board of

Directors is responsible for approving membership applications.

 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA
 

 

 

BENEFITS
 
The Montreal Group is the only global forum dedicated exclusively to MSME-focused development

banks. Throughout the year, senior subject matter experts from member banks meet via video-

conferencing to discuss key topics selected by the Board of Directors. Then, once a year representatives

come together for three days of intense discussions on the key topics and other issues of common

concern. 

 

The open, informal format of these interactions and involvement of senior authorities from each bank

create unparalleled opportunities for the exchange of expertise and the development of global

thought leadership on MSME issues. In addition, membership in The Montreal Group:
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http://www.themontrealgroup.org/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sandra D. Péloquin
Secretary General | Secrétaire générale

 
Mabel Gonzalez

Operations Manager | Directrice des opérations
 
 

The Montreal Group | Le Groupe de Montréal
t: + 1 (514) 461-5957

secretariat@themontrealgroup.org 
5, Place Ville Marie, Montreal (Québec) Canada H3B5E7 
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